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Abstract
Click-through rate (CTR) estimation plays as a core
function module in various personalized online services, including online advertising, recommender
systems, and web search etc. From 2015, the success of deep learning started to benefit CTR estimation performance and now deep CTR models have
been widely applied in many industrial platforms.
In this survey, we provide a comprehensive review
of deep learning models for CTR estimation tasks.
First, we take a review of the transfer from shallow
to deep CTR models and explain why going deep
is a necessary trend of development. Second, we
concentrate on explicit feature interaction learning
modules of deep CTR models. Then, as an important perspective on large platforms with abundant
user histories, deep behavior models are discussed.
Moreover, the recently emerged automated methods for deep CTR architecture design are presented.
Finally, we summarize the survey and discuss the
future prospects of this field.

1

Background

Personalized services have become very important in various
online information systems [Fan and Poole, 2006], such as
item recommendation in e-commerce, auction in online advertising, page ranking in web search, to name a few. Regarding
the click as the representative behavior of user preference,
click-through rate (CTR) estimation based on learning over
the logged behavior data plays as a core function module in
these personalization services [Agarwal et al., 2014].
For CTR estimation tasks, the dataset is commonly represented as a table. In the training pipeline of the CTR estimator, the historical instance set with a pre-defined size will
be fetched, e.g., the previous 7-day logs. Then the feature

engineering module will be executed, including feature normalization, discretization of continuous feature value, feature
hashing and indexing etc. [Juan et al., 2016]. Finally, each
instance is in a multi-field categorical format1 while the corresponding label is binary (1 for click and 0 for non-click), with
an example shown in Fig. 1.
As for the model training, the CTR estimation task is formulated as a binary classification problem, with the cross entropy
loss function as
l(x, y, Θ) = −y log σ(fΘ (x)) − (1 − y) log(1 − σ(fΘ (x))) ,
(1)
where σ(z) = 1/(1 + exp(−z)) is the sigmoid function, fΘ
denotes the logit value function, parameterized by Θ, (x, y)
denotes the instance with feature vector x and label y.
We pick some representative models to demonstrate the
development trend of CTR estimation models as illustrated in
Fig. 2. The development of the models could be summarized
into two aspects which are feature engineering complexity and
model capacity. For early CTR models, constrained by computing power, the major efforts have been made on designing
better features by human with adopting simple models. Later,
more complicated models (with deep architectures and better
modeling capacity) are introduced to liberate the complexity
of human efforts for feature engineering. A more recent trend
focuses again on feature engineering using some learnable
methods, because it has come to a bottleneck of performance
by solely designing more complicated deep models. Combining both complex models and learnable feature engineering is
the new development direction.

2

From Shallow to Deep CTR Models

Dealing with such a binary classification task as in Eq. (1),
logistic regression (LR) [Richardson et al., 2007] is the most
basic model with the advantage of high efficiency and ease for
fast deployment. The logit value of LR is calculated as
m
X
LR
fΘ
(x) = θ0 +
xi θi ,
(2)
i=1

where Θ = {θi }m
i=0 and m denotes the feature size. However, many discriminative patterns for click prediction are
1

Note that the scope of data format in this paper is focused on
multi-field categorical data as shown in Fig. 1. Other content data
such as text and image is not considered.

Figure 1: Multi-field categorical data for CTR estimation.
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Figure 2: Development trend of CTR estimation models.

combining features (or called cross features), e.g., user
is a student (O CCUPATION :S TUDENT) and location is LA
(C ITY:LA) will uplift the predicted CTR for a Disneyland
ad (A D :D ISNEYLAND), which corresponds to a third-order
combining feature. Therefore, a straightforward way is to
manually select and design many useful combining features,
which requires enormous human efforts, as presented in Fig. 2.
POLY2 [Chang et al., 2010] assigns a weight to every
second-order combining feature, which requires O(m2 ) parameter space. Unfortunately, the performance of POLY2
might be poor when the data is sparse. The key problem is
that the parameters related to feature interactions cannot be
correctly estimated in the sparse data where many features
have never or seldom occurred together.
Another way to improve LR is to utilize the capacity of feature selection and combination of Gradient Boosting Decision
Tree (GBDT) for learning feature interactions automatically
[Cheng et al., 2014]. However, GBDT is hard to be trained in
parallel and can only exploit a small fraction of possible feature interactions, which limit its performance and application
in large-scale scenarios.
Factorization machine (FM) [Rendle, 2010] assigns a kdimensional learnable embedding vector vi to each feature
i, which enables the model to explore the effectiveness of
combining features in a flexible manner as
FM
fΘ
(x) = θ0 +

m
X
i=1

xi θi +

m X
m
X

xi xj vi> vj ,

(3)

i=1 j=i+1

where Θ = (θ, v). It is intuitive to see that if the combining feature (i, j) is positively (negatively) correlated with
P (y = 1), then the embedding inner product vi> vj will be
learned as positive (negative) automatically. Further extensions of FM have been proposed. The most notable extension
is Field-aware FM (FFM) [Juan et al., 2016], which assigns
multiple independent embeddings for a feature to explicitly
model feature interactions with different fields. Despite the
significant improvement over FM, FFM suffers from heavy
parameter settings. Besides, Gradient Boosting FM (GBFM)
[Cheng et al., 2014], Higher-Order FM (HOFM) [Blondel et
al., 2016], and Field-weighted FM (FwFM) [Pan et al., 2018]
are also proposed to improve FM. By directly enumerating all
the possible feature interactions, FM based models reduce the
human involvement in feature engineering.
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From 2015, the success of deep learning started to benefit
CTR estimation performance via transferring the classic architectures or developing new ones. The universal approximation
property of neural networks [Cybenko, 1989] and deep learning programming libraries with GPU computing stack make
it possible to train deep neural network models to capture
high-order feature interaction patterns and achieve better performance in CTR estimation. With the vector representation of
each sparse (or categorical) feature, the instance dense vector
can be built by concatenating these vectors, which can be simply fed into a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) with a sigmoid
output. In industry, such an architecture is called DNN or
sparse neural network (SNN). Zhang et al. [2016] studied the
parameter initialization of DNN for CTR estimation and found
that the embedding vectors initialized by pre-training via a
factorization machine (FNN) or a stacked auto-encoder can
improve the prediction performance of DNN. Wide & Deep
network [Cheng et al., 2016] is one of the earliest published
deep models on CTR estimation, which adds the logit value of
LR (wide part) and DNN (deep part) before feeding into the
final sigmoid function as
W&D
fΘ
(x)

= θ0 +

m
X

xi θi + MLPφ ([v1 , v2 , . . . , vm ]) , (4)

i=1

where Θ = (θ, v, φ). Notice that manually designed cross
features can also be included in the feature vector. Thus the
DNN part can be regarded as learning a residual signal of LR
to further approach the label. Moreover, DeepCross [Shan et
al., 2016] extends residual network [He et al., 2016] for performing automatic feature interactions learning in an implicit
way. Such early deep CTR models alleviate human efforts in
feature engineering by incorporating simple MLPs.
Although these early MLP-based deep models do achieve
performance improvement, it may take a considerable effort to
train a good model. Qu et al. [2018] pointed out the insensitive
gradient issue of DNN to capture discrete feature interactions
and empirically showed that DNN with various sizes cannot
well fit a POLY2 function. Rendle et al. [2020] found that it is
more difficult for an MLP to effectively learn the high-order
combining feature patterns in CTR estimation tasks than a dot
product in FM.
Above findings suggest the explicit design of feature interaction learning in deep architectures as will be discussed
in Section 3. Later we will introduce the deep user behavior
models in Section 4 and the automated architecture search
methods in Section 5. One can see that (i) feature interaction
learning mainly focuses on efficient pattern mining within an
instance, (ii) user behavior modeling explores the dependency
between multiple instances of a user, and (iii) automated architecture search methods aim to design above two kinds of
deep models in a hands-free manner, which form the structure
of the remaining part of this paper.

3

Feature Interaction

As shown in Figure 3, the input multi-field categorical data
is often represented as high-dimensional one-hot vectors. An
embedding layer is usually employed to compress these onehot features into low-dimensional real-value vectors. Feature
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Figure 3: Illustration of single tower (left) and dual tower (right) deep CTR architectures.

interaction modeling, which indicates the combination relationships of multiple features, is the key to build a predictive
model. With the great power of feature representation learning,
DNN is potential in automatic feature interactions modeling.
However, as pointed in Section 2, it is difficult for a single
DNN to learn high-order feature interactions effectively. As
a result, many works that incorporate explicitly feature interactions with DNN are proposed in recent years. The feature
interaction learning of existing models can be formulated as:
FIL
fΘ
(x) = fψ ([v1 , v2 , . . . , vm ])+MLPφ ([v1 , . . . , vm ]) , (5)

where Θ = (φ, ψ) is the parameter set, fψ is the explicitly
feature interaction learning function and MLPφ is an optional
function that only dual tower models have. We first give a
detailed description of some existing operators for explicitly
feature interaction learning, then we discuss the role of the
DNN part in model architecture.

3.1

Feature Interaction Operators

There are multiple operators developed for explicitly feature
interaction learning, which can be mainly classified into three
categories, i.e., product operators, convolutional operators and
attention operators.
Product operators. To explicitly model the second-order
feature interactions, Product-based Neural Network (PNN)
[Qu et al., 2016] introduces a product layer between the embedding layer and deep network to model the feature interactions between different fields. Specially, two variants are proposed, namely Inner Product-based Neural Network (IPNN)
and Outer Product-based Neural Network (OPNN), which
utilize an inner product layer or an outer product layer for
feature interaction modeling, respectively. Figure 4(a) depicts
the architecture of the inner product operation. Experimental results show that adding product operations yields better
convergence and improves the network’s prediction ability.
Neural Factorization machines (NFM) [He and Chua, 2017]
finds that existing deep structures have difficulty in network
training. Thus it proposes a bi-interaction layer between the
embedding layer and deep network to model pairwise feature
interactions. By combining the linear feature interactions of
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the bi-interaction layer and the non-linear feature interactions
of DNN, NFM is much easier to train than existing deep models. As the final function learned by DNN can be arbitrary,
there is no theoretical guarantee on whether each order of
feature interaction is modeled or not. Cross Network [Wang et
al., 2017] solves this problem using a cross network to apply
feature crossing at each layer explicitly. Thus the order increases at each layer and is determined by layer depth. Notice
that Cross Network utilizes vector multiplication for feature
crossing, which has a limited expressiveness, Cross Network
V2 [Wang et al., 2020] further replaces the cross vector in
Cross Network into a cross matrix to make it more expressive.
Inspired by Cross Network, Compressed Interaction Network
(CIN) [Lian et al., 2018], a more effective model, is proposed
to capture the feature interactions of bounded orders. To learn
feature interactions better, Kernel Product Neural Network
(KPNN) and Product-network In Network (PIN) utilize a kernel product and a micro-net architecture respectively to model
feature interactions [Qu et al., 2018].
Convolutional operators. Besides product operation for
feature interaction modeling, Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNN) and Graph Convolutional Networks (GCN) are also
explored for feature interaction modeling. Convolutional Click
Prediction Model (CCPM) [Liu et al., 2015] performs convolution, pooling and non-linear activation repeatedly to generate
arbitrary-order feature interactions, which is shown in Figure
4(b). However, CCPM can only learn part of feature interactions between adjacent features since it is sensitive to the
field order. Feature Generation Convolutional Neural Network
(FGCNN) [Liu et al., 2019a] improves CCPM by introducing
a recombination layer to model non-adjacent features. It then
combines the new features generated by CNN with raw features for final prediction. FGCNN verifies that the generated
features by CNN can augment the original feature space and
reduce the optimization difficulties of existing deep structures.
Feature Interaction Graph Neural Networks (FiGNN) [Li et
al., 2019] argues that existing deep models that use a simple
unstructured combination of feature fields have a limited capacity to model sophisticated feature interactions. Inspired by
the success of GCN, it treats the multi-field categorical data as
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Figure 4: Illustration of three typical interaction operators.

a fully connected graph where different fields as graph nodes
and interactions between different fields as graph edges, and
then models feature interactions via graph propagation.
Attention operators. Some works have tried to exploit the
attention mechanism for feature interaction modeling in CTR
estimation. Attentional Factorization Machines (AFM) [Xiao
et al., 2017] improves FM by utilizing an additional attention
network to enable feature interactions to contribute differently
to the prediction. The pairwise interacted vector of two features is fed into the attention network to calculate an attention
score for this interacted vector at each step, as shown in Figure 4(c). Then a softmax function is applied to normalize
these attention scores. Finally, these attention scores are multiplied with the interacted vectors for final prediction. Feature
Importance and Bilinear feature Interaction NETwork (FiBiNET) [Huang et al., 2019] extends the Squeeze-Excitation
network (SENET) [Hu et al., 2018] which has made great
success in computer vision to learn the feature importance. It
then uses a bilinear function to learn the feature interactions.
Inspired by the success of self-attention [Vaswani et al., 2017]
in natural language processing, AutoInt [Song et al., 2019] utilizes a multi-head self-attentive neural network with residual
connections to explicitly model the feature interactions with
different orders and can also provide explainable prediction via
attention weights. Interpretable CTR prediction model with
Hierarchical Attention (InterHAt) [Li et al., 2020] combines
a transformer network with multiple attentional aggregation
layers for feature interactions learning, which achieves high
training efficiency with comparable performance and can explain the importance of different feature interactions.

3.2

The Role of DNN in Deep CTR Models

The feature interaction operators in Section 3.1 can be utilized
to construct single tower networks or dual tower networks
according to the relative positions of DNN and feature interaction layer in the architecture. Single tower models place
feature interaction and deep network successively in the architecture, as illustrated in Fig. 3(a). These models could
effectively capture the high-order feature interactions but the
signals of low-order feature interactions may vanish in the following DNN. To better capture low-order feature interactions,
dual tower networks are proposed. As shown in Fig. 3(b), it
places the feature interaction layer and DNN parallelly. The
feature interaction layer is responsible for explicitly capturing
low-order interactions while the high-order ones are captured
implicitly by the DNN. Outputs of both modules are used to
generate the final prediction. Single tower models like NFM
[He and Chua, 2017] and PIN [Qu et al., 2018] have a stronger

Figure 5: General framework of user behavior modeling.

modeling capacity with a more sophisticated network structure. But they usually suffer from the bad local minima and
heavily rely on parameter initialization. Wide & Deep [Cheng
et al., 2016], DeepFM [Guo et al., 2017], DCN [Wang et al.,
2017], DCN V2 [Wang et al., 2020], xDeepFM [Lian et al.,
2018] and Autoint+ [Song et al., 2019] are dual tower models.
The DNN part can always be regarded as a supplementary to
learn the residual signal of the feature interaction layer to approach the label, which yields stable training and the improved
performance.

4

User Behavior Modeling

User behaviors contain crucial patterns of user interests. Modeling user behaviors is becoming an essential topic of the CTR
estimation task in recent years. In this section, we will give an
elaborate review of the user behavior modeling literature.
The user behaviors are usually organized as a multi-value
categorical feature, each value is a behavior identifier. The behavioral feature is usually sequential, sorted with the temporal
order. The item IDs and the corresponding item features (if
any) form a behavior sequence. The overall framework of user
behavior modeling is illustrated in Fig. 5. In general, it could
be summarized as Eq. (6), where xm = {b1 , b2 , . . . , bT } is
the multi-value behavioral feature, T is the sequence length,
Θ = (φ, ψ) is the parameter set and Uψ is the user behavior
modeling function. Then the logit value is calculated as
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UBM
fΘ
(x) = MLPφ ([v1 , v2 , . . . , vm−1 , Uψ (xm )]) .

(6)

The key point is to design an effective Uψ function to learn a
dense representation of the behavioral feature. After getting
the behavioral representation, it is aggregated (concatenation)
with other feature embeddings, and the aggregated features
will be fed into an MLP to get the final prediction. The user
behavior modeling algorithms could be categorized into three
classes, i.e., attention based models, memory network based
models and retrieval based models. There are also many user
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behavior modeling methods [Fang et al., 2020] in sequential
recommendation task, but they are not included in this section
because our paper concentrates on CTR estimation task.

4.1

Attention Based Models

Deep Interest Network (DIN) [Zhou et al., 2018] is the first
model that introduces attention mechanism in user behavior
modeling of CTR estimation task. It utilizes an attention
mechanism to attribute different historical behaviors with different weights according to the relatedness with the target
item. As the user’s latent interests evolve over time dynamically, it is vital to capture the temporal patterns inside the
behavior sequence, which motivates the design of Deep Interest Evolution Network (DIEN) [Zhou et al., 2019]. DIEN
is a two-layer GRU (Gate Recurrent Unit) structure with the
attention mechanism. The first GRU layer is responsible for
interest extraction, and the second layer is used for modeling
the interest evolving. AUGRU (GRU with attentional update
gate) is proposed for the interest evolving layer, which uses the
attention weights to update the states of GRU. DIEN further
incorporates an auxiliary loss that uses consecutive behavior
to supervise the learning of hidden states at each step, making
hidden states expressive enough to represent latent interest.
As self-attention [Vaswani et al., 2017] has shown promising
performance gain in many applications, it is also used in user
behavior modeling. Behavior Sequence Transformer (BST)
[Chen et al., 2019a] directly incorporates multi-head attention layer as the sequential feature extractor to capture the
dependency among behaviors. Deep Session Interest Network
(DSIN) [Feng et al., 2019] splits user behaviors into multiple
sessions. It uses self-attention with bias encoding to get accurate behavior representation inside each session and employs
Bi-LSTM to capture the sequential relationship among historical sessions. The above models have shown the efficacy of
attention mechanism in user behavior modeling.

4.2

Memory Network Based Models

As there is a massive amount of user behavior data accumulated on large e-commerce platforms [Ren et al., 2019], it is
of more importance to handle the very long behavior sequence
and mine the patterns in more distant user history. Models
like DIN or DIEN is limited by time complexity, and they
are not feasible in modeling very long sequence. Thus memory network based models are proposed with proper system
designs. Ren et al. [2019] proposed Hierarchical Periodic
Memory Network (HPMN) and the lifelong sequential modeling framework. It uses a lifelong personalized memory to
store the user interest representations, and HPMN is responsible for updating the memory states incrementally. HPMN
is a multi-layer GRU architecture with different update frequencies at each layer. The upper layers update less frequently
than the lower layers, thus HPMN could capture long-term
yet multi-scale temporal patterns. With similar motivations,
Pi et al. [2019] designed a User Interest Center (UIC) module
which decouples the time-consuming user behavior modeling procedure with the real-time prediction process. At the
inference time, the user behavioral representation is directly
obtained from UIC, which is calculated offline. UIC proposes
a Multi-channel user Interest Memory Network (MIMN) to
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calculate the user behavioral representations as the user interests are usually multi-channeled. Compared with HPMN, UIC
provides a more systematic solution to the long sequence modeling from the industrial perspective, while HPMN is the first
to incorporate the memory concept to handle long sequence
modeling in the CTR estimation task.

4.3

Retrieval Based Models

Despite the tremendous success of the current user behavior
modeling solutions, there are still some drawbacks. All the
above models use the most recent consecutive behaviors and
try to incorporate complex architectures to capture sequential
patterns in longer sequences, which bring heavy burdens on
the system overhead. User Behavior Retrieval (UBR) [Qin et
al., 2020] proposes a new framework that uses search engine
techniques to retrieve the most relevant behaviors from the
entire user behavior sequence. Instead of using a large number
of consecutive behaviors, only a small number of the most
relevant behaviors will be retrieved at each inference time.
This retrieval approach not only solves the time complexity
problem of handling very long sequences but also alleviates
the noisy signals in long consecutive sequences because only
the most relevant behaviors are input to the model.
UBR uses search engine techniques to retrieve the top-k
relevant historical behaviors. The features of the inference
target are selected to generate the query. The query generation
procedure is parametric. Thus, it makes the retrieval process
learnable, and it is optimized using REINFORCE algorithm.
Search-based Interest Model (SIM) [Qi et al., 2020] is another
retrieval based model which proposes hard search and soft
search approaches. For the hard search, it uses predefined IDs
such as user ID and category ID to build the index. As for
the soft search, SIM retrieves relevant behaviors using their
embeddings by local sensitive hashing (LSH).
Retrieval & Interaction Machine (RIM) [Qin et al., 2021] is
a recently proposed general retrieval-based framework for prediction tasks over tabular discrete data as in Figure 1. Taking
the target sample features as a query, RIM adopts a generic
retrieval method to obtain relevant samples and uses them to
assist the prediction on the target sample. Specifically, feature
interactions between the target sample and retrieved samples
are explored and utilized to model the interactive patterns between them, which are shown to be much effective for label
prediction. Note that RIM is not limited to behavior modeling
but a general tabular data prediction framework. UBR and
SIM could be regarded as a specific form of RIM.
Most of the user behavior models mentioned in this section
have been deployed in real-world online systems. These user
behavior modeling algorithms and systems contribute significantly to the development of CTR estimation techniques in
terms of both economic returns and academic values.

5

Automated Architecture Search

As some automatically designed networks achieve comparable
performance to the human-developed models in computer
vision, researchers of recommender systems also propose to
devise automated methods for deep CTR architecture design.
Depending on the different parts that such methods focus
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on, they can be categorized into three classes: (1) automatic
design of flexible and adaptable embedding dimensions for
individual features; (2) automatic selection or generation of
effective feature interactions; (3) automatic design of network
architectures.

5.1

Embedding Dimension Search

Embedding representation is a key factor to deep CTR models,
as it is the major component of model parameters, which naturally has a high impact on the model performance. Therefore,
some works optimize the embeddings by searching embedding
dimensions for different features adaptively and automatically.
NIS [Joglekar et al., 2020] and ESAPN [Liu et al., 2020c]
perform reinforcement learning (RL) to search for mixed feature embedding dimensions automatically. NIS [Joglekar et
al., 2020] first divides the universal dimension space into several blocks predefined by human experts and then applies RL
to generate decision sequences on selecting such dimension
blocks for different features. The reward function of the RL
algorithm considers both the accuracy of the recommendation
model and memory cost. ESAPN [Liu et al., 2020c] also predefines a set of candidate embedding dimensions for different
features. A policy network is utilized for each field to search
the embedding sizes for different features dynamically. The
policy network takes the frequency and current embedding
size of a feature as the input, and outputs a decision of whether
to enlarge the current dimension of this feature.
The above two methods select feature dimensions from
a small discrete set of candidate dimensions, whereas
DNIS [Cheng et al., 2020] and PEP [Liu et al., 2021] make
the candidate dimensions continuous. More specifically,
DNIS [Cheng et al., 2020] introduces a binary indicator matrix
for each feature block (features are grouped into feature blocks
according to their frequency to reduce the search space) to
indicate the existence of the corresponding dimension. A soft
selection layer is then proposed to relax the search space of the
binary indicator matrix to be continuous. Then a predefined
threshold value is utilized to filter unimportant dimensions in
the soft selection layer. However, this threshold value is hard
to tune in practice and thus may lead to suboptimal model
performance. Motivated by this observation, PEP [Liu et al.,
2021] prunes embedding parameters where the threshold values can be adaptively learned from data.
The works mentioned above perform a hard selection in the
search space, i.e., only selecting one embedding dimension
for each feature. On the contrary, soft selection strategy is proposed in AutoEmb [Zhao et al., 2020c] and AutoDim [Zhao
et al., 2020b]. The soft selection strategy sums over the embeddings of the candidate dimensions with learnable weights,
where such weights are trained via differentiable search algorithms (e.g., DARTS). AutoDim allocates different embedding
sizes for different feature fields, while AutoEmb searches
different embedding sizes for individual features.

5.2

Feature Interaction Search

As stated earlier, feature interactions modeling is crucial in
deep CTR models, thus automatically devising effective feature interactions is of high potential value.
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AutoFIS [Liu et al., 2020b] automatically identifies and then
selects important feature interactions for factorization models.
AutoFIS enumerates all the feature interactions and utilizes
a set of architecture parameters to indicate the importance of
individual feature interactions. These architecture parameters
are optimized by gradient descent (inspired by DARTS [Liu et
al., 2019b]) with GRDA optimizer [Chao and Cheng, 2019] to
get a sparse solution, such that those unimportant feature interactions (i.e., with architecture parameters of zero values) will
be filtered away automatically. However, AutoFIS restricts the
interaction function to be the inner product.
As stated in PIN [Qu et al., 2018], a micro-network could
be more effective than the inner product as the interaction
function. Inspired by this observation, besides identifying important feature interactions, determining suitable interaction
functions is also beneficial, which motivates SIF [Yao et al.,
2020] and AutoFeature [Khawar et al., 2020]. SIF [Yao et
al., 2020] automatically devises suitable interaction functions
for matrix factorization (considering only user and item identifier, without any other features) in different datasets. The
search space of the interaction functions consists of micro
space and macro space, where micro space refers to elementwise MLP, and macro space includes five linear algebra operations. AutoFeature [Khawar et al., 2020] proposes to utilize a
micro-network with different architectures to model feature
interactions between each pair of fields. The architecture of
each micro-network is searched from a search space with five
pre-defined operations. The search process is implemented by
an evolutionary algorithm with the Naive Bayes tree.
However, neither AutoFIS nor AutoFeature can model highorder feature interactions, as they need to enumerate all the
possible feature interactions beforehand. To avoid such inefficient enumeration, AutoGroup [Liu et al., 2020a] proposes
to generate some groups of features, such that their interactions of a given order are effective. Each feature has an initial
probability of 0.5 to be selected in any of such groups. Such
probability values are parameterized and learned by GumbelSoftmax trick [Jang et al., 2017], from the supervised signal
of the CTR estimation task.
All the works mentioned above select or generate effective feature interactions for feature fields. BP-FIS [Chen et
al., 2019b] is the first work to identify important feature interactions for different users by Bayesian variable selection,
providing finer granularity of feature interaction selection than
previous works. Specifically, a Bayesian generative model is
built with a derived lower bound, which can be optimized by
an efficient stochastic gradient variational Bayes method to
learn the parameters.

5.3

Whole Architecture Search

The last category of works studies searching the whole architecture of deep CTR models.
AutoCTR [Song et al., 2020] designs a two-level hierarchical search space by abstracting representative structures in
state-of-the-art CTR estimation architectures (namely, MLP,
dot product and factorization machine) into virtual blocks,
where such blocks are connected as a directed acyclic graph
(DAG) in a similar way as in DARTS. The outer space consists
of the connections among blocks, while the inner space is
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composed of the detailed hyperparameters in different blocks.
The evolutionary algorithm is utilized as the search algorithm,
with some optimizations on the efficiency.
AMER [Zhao et al., 2020a] searches architectures to extract
sequential representation from sequential features (i.e., user
behaviors) and explores different feature interactions among
non-sequential features automatically and simultaneously. On
one hand, the search space of behavior modeling includes normalization, activation, and layer selection (e.g., convolution,
recurrent, pooling, attention layers). Several architectures are
randomly sampled for evaluation on the validation set, and
only the top ones are selected for further evaluation. On the
other hand, effective feature interactions are searched by progressively increasing the order of interactions. The candidate
feature interactions are initialized by single non-sequential
features and updated by interacting with all possible nonsequential features and keeping the best interactions with the
highest validation performance.

6

Summary and Future Prospects

design. Making such data processing learnable would be of
high value for research.
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